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COMPILATION: computational modeling: VPython, Glowscript, GeoGebra, Pyret 
 
Date:    Wed, 30 Mar 2016  
From:    Stephen Collins  
Subject: Making the particle model explicit 
     Does anyone independently develop the particle model with their students? For years, I have 
been introducing it along with CV.  It never occurred to me to do so until I started considering 
introducing computation, and considered what kinds of programming tasks I might engage my 
9th graders in to get them ready for modeling CV motion through code. 
     To get an image moving on the screen, you first have to learn to position the image. 
Positioning an image on the screen involves reducing an extended body (the image) to a point, 
and giving that point a position in the reference frame (coordinates on the screen).  I feel like 
those two concepts - reduction to a point, defining position relative to a reference frame - 
are the basic elements of a particle model. 
     Before I get into the work of developing a paradigm lab, creating exercises that will challenge 
the students and incite dialog, etc., has anyone put work into this already, or have thoughts on 
this idea? 
 ------------------------- 
Date:    Wed, 30 Mar 2016  
From:    Joe Morin  
I think that quite a number of modelers have used vPython in teaching introductory physics. You 
may want to check the listserv archives. 
 ---------------- 
Date:    Thu, 31 Mar 2016  
From:    Jim Deane  
     I do not explicitly develop the particle part of the model, other than talking about defining a 
point that represents the object -- such as choosing to mark at a particular 'feature' on a CV cart 
when doing the CVPM lab. 
    It occurs to me that a center-of-mass lab might allow you to explicitly define the usefulness of 
a particle model. Take for example the demonstrations in the MIT video here: 
        https://youtu.be/DY3LYQv22qY 
and here: 
         https://youtu.be/amfw2nABke4?list=PL860B6886A47E5490 
     If your students can replicate this kind of demo as a lab, perhaps with cellphone video and 
Tracker video analysis, they could determine the center of mass of multiple objects and track its 
motion. It could even just be qualitative observations of the video, and you could also have them 
discuss the video in a whiteboard meeting and lead them toward the idea that the center of mass 
moves smoothly for an object under these conditions, and thus is easier to model mathematically. 
     Regarding programming, I have had great success integrating VPython and now Glowscript 
programming into my 10-12 physics class. Many of us have done so -- there are tutorials floating 
around to look at, namely by David Weaver et. al.. 
 --------------------------- 
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Date:    Tue, 14 Feb 2017  
From:    Jim Deane 
Subject: Computational Methods in Introductory Physics 
    Since there has been discussion of computational physics in modeling physics, I want to post 
(probably not the first time) about the work done by David Weaver and his associates. 
    For several years, David gave workshop sessions at the PhysicsWorkshops.org workshops put 
on by Tom O'Kuma and Dwain Desbian. After using VPython in some capacity in my physics 
classes since 2007, in 2010 I had the good fortune of attending one of those workshops and 
learning from and working with David on VPython simulations. It was the first of several times I 
would get to work with him in person. 
    David had developed a set of lessons/tutorials that he used with his college physics students. I 
quickly adopted and adapted those tutorials to replace the existing tutorials I had used in my high 
school physics class. Over the years I continued to adapt and modify these to fit my own classes. 
    Eventually, when the VPython team pushed into the web with Glowscript.org, I began 
experimenting with transitioning my classes over to Glowscript. I have four lessons complete for 
Glowscript, and am continuing to develop more lessons to create a more comprehensive 
resource. 
* David's tutorials are online.  
* Mine are online at 
   https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0BwQggUquDT_tNy1RNFRzem1UbE0 
* Casey Rutherford has developed a great set: http://learningandphysics.wordpress.com/vpython/ 
    [with weblinks to Rhett Allain’s vPython tutorials. Permanent weblinks to Jim Deane’s and 
Casey Rutherford’s vPython tutorials are at “weblinks for modelers” at modeling.asu.edu --Jane] 
* You can also find computational resources on Compadre. 
     In my opinion, computational methods are as important as mathematical methods and 
conceptual ideas in physics, and should be included starting very early. 
  ------------------------------ 
Date:    Wed, 15 Feb 2017  
From:    James Vesenka  
    I enjoyed Jim's recent post about Python.  My first exposure and use of VPython in the 
classroom came as a supplement to Chabay & Sherwood's excellent calculus based physics text. 
However, for students without any previous programming experience or ability to emulate, 
VPython's learning curve is steep.   
     I have since adopted GeoGebra in my introductory physics classrooms, which appears to 
be little known in the modeling community. The software is supported by a huge international 
community (check out http://www.GeoGebra.org) with free and editable amazing applets that 
cover all of STEM.  Indeed I have since discovered several PHETs have been created in 
GeoGebra.  
      I've published several different browser independent applets at the site on Coulomb's Law, 
Momentum representations (including explosions!) and buoyancy.  GeoGebra is much easier to 
program than VPython, but GeoGebra does have limits.  Iterative solutions are harder to 
program, making some simulations tricky to achieve.  However, GeoGebra's 3D graphics 
are excellent and incredibly easy to create force and field analysis with sliders to change 
parameters in real time. Food for thought. 
   James Vesenka, Ph.D., Professor of Physics 
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   University of New England, Department of Chemistry and Physics 
Date:    Thu, 16 Feb 2017  
From:    Paul J. Camp 
     The advantage of computational thinking with a tool like VPython in mechanics (and it is a 
substantial advantage) is that it breaks the prison of constant acceleration problems. Those aren't 
important because they are important but because they are the only problems doable by  
algebraic methods. The thing is that understanding is not independent of doing. Cognitive 
development doesn't happen that way. You do based on an incomplete understanding, and 
feedback from the results leads back into an improvement of that understanding. It is a cycle of 
needing to do and needing to know. 
     But good luck doing that with only constant acceleration (a) situations. Let's take a  
prominent example: projectiles. The path through space is parabolic as is the y vs. t graph. 
General rule? No! It only works for constant a. But how will you know that unless you look at 
non-constant a situations? And unless you have differential equations in your armory, 
computational methods are the only way to do that. 
     Outside of mechanics, computational models are profoundly useful in visualizing the 
invisible, like electromagnetic fields. 
     I don't think anyone is advocating computation uber alles. There are a lot of tools in the 
toolbox and that is one of them. It isn't the only one. It does require a functional physical 
understanding to get the computational model to work. Then you can use it to try out ideas,  
variations on a theme, and a lot more quickly than any other method. You can, for instance, 
model a projectile with drag and then use your model to zero in on the drag coefficient. My 
students are modeling a vehicle. If they can model it successfully, they can try out different 
design ideas. 
     Much of the power of microcomputer-based laboratory devices from the last century derived 
from their ability to compress the time between experience and analysis to zero, directly 
connecting the two. Computational models can do the same thing for the time between idea 
and feedback. That's a good thing. 
     It is another tool in the toolbox. It isn't the only tool and not always the best tool, but why 
would you set yourself the challenge of seeing if you can build a house without the use of a 
hammer? Use what is available when it is appropriate. The learning comes from the 
pedagogical context in which the tool is embedded, not the tool itself. 
------------------------------ 
Date:    Thu, 16 Feb 2017  
From:    Jim Deane  
Subject: VPython / GlowScript rationale and learning curve 
     While I mostly use computational physics in intro physics as a way to demonstrate iterative 
computation in making models of physical systems, I also discuss "big data" analysis and 
large scale computation and how it is useful in modern science and engineering. This 
exposes students to an area of science and technology careers that may otherwise be fairly 
invisible to them. 
     There are also applications where computational simulations allow students to explore 
concepts that are otherwise difficult to model without more advanced mathematics.  For 
example, students can add air resistance to a projectile or falling body, or they can add 
changing mass to a model of a rocket. These are topics that would be difficult for them to 
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model mathematically without going through calculus and differential equations, but in iterative 
calculations they are easy to approximate  
     For example, you can calculate the drag force on an object using its cd and velocity, use 
that to find net force, use that to find acceleration, and so on. Done in the program loop, and you 
do a good job of accounting for air resistance. The power of the simulation is that then you can 
use your original 'perfect projectile' code with your air resistance version and get a direct visual 
representation of the difference, which correlates very well with lab observations of high and low 
density spheres as projectiles. 
 
     Regarding the learning curve for VPython programming, I would say that those students 
who take my 11th-12th grade physics classes very quickly gain the experience and ability to 
write a program -- given some guidance and parameters -- in VPython (now in the 
Glowscript environment). I have written the tutorials I shared as a way to guide them to a level 
of competence where they can begin to be creative and make their own programs. 
     Usually by lesson 3, those who take to it more quickly are already creating unique side 
projects. I usually have about 10% of my students who continue to work on their own projects 
throughout the year. There's another 5% or so (2-3 per year) who struggle through the tutorials 
and never really find their programming sea legs. Many of those who continue their own projects 
shift to regular Python or packages like PyGame to continue their interests. 
    (Context: 11th-12th grade physics, elective, required for honors, at a public rural low-SES 
high school). 
 ------------------------------------- 
Date:    Tue, 14 Aug 2018  
From:    Travis Churchward  
Subject: Designing a STEM course complementary to 9th grade physics 
Hello, wise modelers & physics ed researchers! 
     I seek your wisdom on designing a semester-long STEM course to complement a physics-first 
course (I'm working on a proposal for the 2019-2020 school year). Suppose all 9th graders, who 
are enrolled in a modeling-based physics course, also enrolled in a one-semester STEM course. 
How might you structure that semester-long STEM course? 
 
     Below are some parameters for my school: 
  1.  All 9th grade students currently take an extra semester of rudimentary math. The proposal 
would cancel this course and replace it with a coding friendly STEM course. As such, the design 
of the STEM course would have to be strong in algebraic thinking AND math skills practice to 
gain traction. 
  2.  My administration really is pushing students to become coding competent, sounds great to 
me (though I am not a very practiced programmer myself)! 
  3.  The STEM course would be taught in both the 1st & 2nd semester. Though all 9th grade 
students would take the course, they would take it at different times of the year. This may 
complicate directly connecting its curriculum to the modeling-based 9th grade physics course, 
but not necessarily eliminate the possibility. 
 
     The following are some specific questions I have: 
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1.  What coding curriculum might we find as a useful starting point? Strong preference for a 
coding curriculum that dovetails neatly with physics content and algebraic reasoning. 
2.  What educational research supports the integration of coding into STEM? Much of the STEM 
literature I read focuses largely on engineering much more than coding. I am interested in 
constructing a solid, evidence-based proposal to bring to the faculty & administration at my 
school. 
 ---------------------------------- 
From: Melissa Girmscheid, a workshop leader for computational modeling with Pyret 
Date: Tue, 14 Aug 2018  
     AMTA has been working on a project for Computational Modeling in Physics First in 
conjunction with Bootstrap: http://www.bootstrapworld.org . I strongly suggest that you check 
out their work, as it blends algebraic reasoning and programming relatively seamlessly. 
 --------------------------------- 
From: Jane Jackson 
August 28, 2018 
     A modeler wrote that he must develop a semester-long STEM course for 9th graders that 
includes coding. They will concurrently take 2 semesters of physics. The STEM and 9th grade 
physics courses must be independent of each other.  
     Below are resources on coding that enhances STEM -- that enables students to engage in 
computational thinking to understand the physical world. 
 
     A 13-minute video has interviews with several physics modelers who laud PYRET, a new 
programming language in the Bootstrap project. PYRET with Modeling Instruction gives you 
better ways to teach algebra, enhance multiple representations of physical phenomena, unite 
physics and computer science, and thereby provide a good start to future careers -- and even to 
surreptitiously introduce kids to the essence of calculus.  
     Colleen Megowan introduces it. She co-wrote the NSF proposal and led the 3-week 
programming workshop at Columbia University in 2016 for 30 experienced physics modelers.  
Most teach 9th grade physics.  
     (Colleen's background:  She took 8 weeks of Modeling Workshops in 1998-99, earned the 
ASU MNS degree in physics, earned a doctorate at ASU in physics education research, then was 
hired as ASU faculty and won an NSF grant for a middle school MNS degree program in math 
and science  -- now defunct, unfortunately.) 
     Interviewed modelers include Rebecca Vieyra (AAPT, was IL), Melissa Girmscheid 
(Phoenix), Johan Tabora (Chicago), John Malone (Seoul, Korea),  Katie Martino (NY), and 
Lucas Walker (CT). 
     Watch it at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_Zx619e8sY&feature=share 
 
     A modeler asked me: 
* How is Pyret different from Python? What grade levels are each suitable for? 
* Does a physics/computational modeling curriculum exist, that is ready to integrate into a 
physics class? 
      ANSWERS: 
1)  Jared Washburn taught 9th grade physics at Bioscience High School, a specialty school in 
urban Phoenix. For his MNS degree, he did action research in fall 2016, on computational 
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physics.  His MNS committee member, a computer science professor at ASU, said that the new 
Pyret is appropriate for 9th graders, whereas VPython and Python in physics are appropriate for 
college [and as Jim Deane points out below, 1st year honors high school physics students]. 
 
2) From Colleen Megowan (written in Sept. 2017 & updated in August 2018): 
   ------------------------------- 
     Pyret is regarded by the CSEd community as accessible to 8th/9th grade students…it was 
originally developed to teach algebra learners to code. The Bootstrap Project is not a new one - it 
has been around for a number of years - the PI is Shriram Krishnamurthi…he and his students 
and postdocs have written several computer languages and have done a fair amount of work in 
CS/Math ed. 
      Pyret is different from Python. It is what CS calls a functional language. It is structured so 
that what students code is a function - and what is outputted typically is some sort of simulation. 
      What the workshop participants did with Pyret in summer 2017 after a 3.5 day crash course 
in the language was create some beta curriculum resources for 9th grade physics ... 
      We have further revised and improved the curriculum resources developed in summer 2017 
and we used them in our first Computational Modeling Physics First workshop in summer  2018 
in Chicago — 23 teachers attended. Most were new to Modeling and new to programming. Next 
summer we will hold another workshop — at ASU. 
    Since the project is a joint venture of AAPT, AMTA and Bootstrap, Computational Modeling 
Physics First classroom resources are hosted on the PhysPort website: 
         http://www.compadre.org/precollege/CMP 
    We have not posted the Teacher’s notes there. These will eventually be posted on the AMTA 
website, when they are ready for publication. We feel that only trained modelers will understand 
how to use them, so we will not post them for general release to the public. 
   ------------------------------------ 
      More information about Computational Modeling in Physics First with Bootstrap is at 
          http://www.aapt.org/K12/Computational-Modeling-in-Physics-First.cfm 
     One project goal is to remedy “the misguided efforts at teaching coding, in which learning a 
programming language is an end in itself.  Such misguided efforts have “not served the larger 
purpose of enabling students to engage in computational thinking to understand the physical 
world and how it works and thus be ready to succeed in the academic, scientific, and engineering 
worlds. There is a lack of cohesion among the way students are exposed to and learn 
mathematics, physics and computer science.” 
     Computational modeling with Bootstrap focuses on understanding physics concepts by 
analyzing data, problem-solving (including coding), and systems thinking, as well as exploring 
concepts through simulations. 
 ------------------------------------ 
From: Jim Deane 
August 29, 2018 
     After years of my high school students using Python, VPython, and versions of VPython run 
on Glowscript add Trinket.io to use in a browser, I would encourage people to avoid boxing 
VPython and Glowscript in to being a "college" platform. 
     I have had students from 10th through 12th grade using VPython/Glowscript to learn basic 
programming and complete computational physics projects using tutorials. Some who find it 
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particularly interesting have shown me advanced projects they have created on their own time. 
     Glowscript/VPython and its related tools/platforms works perfectly well with students in an 
average high school from my experience. That being said, Pyret is interesting, and I'm paying 
attention to it -- but I have not yet found a strong motivating reason to transition my tutorials or 
my coursework from Glowscript/VPython/etc. 
 
    [Jane’s note: Since Matt Greenwolfe, physics teacher at Cary Academy, has used vPython for 
many years, I asked him if he concurred with Jim Deane.  Matt replied, “I’ve never tried it with 
the lowest level intro class.  In all of our other classes it has worked fine, so long as the project is 
chosen carefully to match the students.  Keep in mind that everyone at our school is required to 
take physics.  If physics is an elective at Jim’s school, he may not teach the equivalent of our 
lowest level class, in which case I’m concurring with him.”] 
 ----------------------------------------------- 
August 30, 2018 
From: Colleen Megowan, Sr. Fellow, AMTA. She wrote the grant for the NSF-funded 
Computational Modeling in Physics First Project. 
Dear all, 
     I think Jim makes an important point in his post. There is not 'one right way' to incorporate 
computational thinking into your physics course. Ultimately the one you choose should be 
whatever you are comfortable helping your students to learn. 
     It is a significant investment of time for a teacher who has never programmed before to learn 
to code...an additional effort to change the way you teach so that programming is meaningfully 
integrated into the learning environment in way that serves the learning of physics and doesn't 
just layer on an additional set of instructional goals that serve CS ed. 
 
     The project that Jane described in her post a couple days ago (in which the Pyret language is 
used) was developed to create 'from scratch' a Physics First course and a Modeling Workshop to 
enable the teaching of that course that integrates computational modeling as a method of 
representing and manipulating the fundamental conceptual models we construct and use in 
mechanics.  
     We chose Pyret as the programming language for this course because it is already in use in 
some algebra classrooms and in fact it is a language that was devised specifically to teach 
algebra. It is a functional language--its structure mimics the structure of algebraic functions. For 
9th graders with a (possibly) a tenuous grasp on the function concept it strengthens this and more 
tightly connects what they are learning in math class with what they are learning in physics as 
they fit curves to data and derive mathematical expressions for them. 
     If there is one thing I have learned from this project, it's that kids can learn to code. The 
barrier in integrating computational modeling into Physics First is not the students' capacity to 
understand...they can do it...it is the teachers' confidence in their own ability to teach it. Teacher's 
with baseline competence and good self-efficacy will implement computational modeling with 
their students and persist with their implementation with good results. Teachers with baseline 
competency (or better) with low self-efficacy either find reasons not to implement, or stop the 
minute the going gets tough. 
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     Modelers tend to be teachers with good self-efficacy. I am hopeful that computational 
modeling will find its way into our teaching practice more readily than it perhaps does in the 
larger science teaching community, but it's still going to require effort...and persistence during 
the learning process. So... if you're already fluent in VPython, stay with it. Chances are what you 
are doing is at least as good is what this project and its Pyret-based curriculum has produced. If 
you don't yet code, stay tuned--we have a workshop for you! 


